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The project and Its context
NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Five European countries (Portugal, Bulgaria, Italy, 

Romania, Spain), ten non-profit organizations 

(Rota Jovem, ALEM, GAT, CVS, CEIPES, ACTOR, 

Dominou, NEXES, AFAIJ, Basida) and ten volunteers 

are involved in the project “Strengthen the bond of inclusion”. 

 It is a Strategic EVS project focused on the promotion of  

social inclusion  in the educational and health fields and it 

 consists in a long-term EVS  (9 months, from October 2017 

to June 2018) and a complementary four-days seminar 

 (October 2018) to share the personal and professional 

 experiences of the volunteers and present a booklet as 

a main result  of the project. 
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In Bulgaria the volunteers will be hosted by CVS-Bulgaria, 
located in Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria. 

The volunteer will be working in   the framework of the Refugee 
Project. In 2010 we started a very ambitious initiative – to create a space 
where people could meet people regardless of their background and current 
vulnerable situation. The Refugee project is a space where thousands of 
volunteers every year open their hearts to asylum seekers in Bulgaria and give 
them a warm welcome through activities and quality spent time together. The 
project is managed by volunteer coordinators from CVS-Bulgaria and Caritas 
Sofia. The project gathers local volunteers who organize variety of lessons and 
workshops for the asylum seekers and refugees in the main refugee reception 
centers in Sofia – Ovcha Kupel, Voenna Rampa and Vrazhdebna, as well as 
excursions and different events. Every year EVS volunteers join this team and 
make a difference by being part of this crazy, vibrant and hardworking crew. 
The main activities within the project can be seen in our brochure. 

www.refugeeproject.eu
http://cvs-bg.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/RP-brochure.pdf
www.cvs-bg.org
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Your role and your tasks as a volunteer 

The EVS volunteer will be busy with different activities, which are an 
integral part of the success of The Refugee Project and the work of the 
hosting organization. 
During the 10 months of this exciting voluntary service the volunteers 
will be supported by CVS-Bulgaria, its staff and volunteers. They will be 
part of a dynamic and amicable team of co-workers in the office of CVS-
Bulgaria and will have the opportunity to be included in the ongoing 
events and tasks, concerning the overall work of the organization, will 
join the other EVS volunteers in their project activities and will 
participate in the process of planning the activities in CVS-Bulgaria.

Supporting the coordinators of The Refugee Project in implementing 
the volunteer management cycle
• Assisting in recruitment, training, coordination, support and 
evaluation of the local volunteers within The Refugee Project
• Participation in the daily coordination and upgrading of The 
Refugee Project activities in the refugee reception centers in Sofia
• Supporting and leading the Fundraising working group within The 
Refugee Project
• Organizing regular volunteer meetings for team building and 
knowledge sharing within The Refugee Project
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Organizing educational, sports and recreational activities with asylum 
seekers of different age

• Organizing classes at least 3 times per week for different age groups 
in the refugee reception centers in Sofia / depending on the skills of 
the volunteer and the motivation the classes can vary between 
English, Maths and Science, Arts, Sports etc./

• Being part of a local team of volunteers with whom the classes are 
planned, prepared and caried out

• Participating in the organized outdoor activities for asylum seekers 
such as educational trips, sport events, escursions etc.
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Supporting the staff of CVS-Bulgaria

• Taking part in the Tolerance workshops (The Tolerance project) in
schools, which will aim at raising awareness on topics such as:
refugees, human rights, hate speech etc.; CVS-UNI workshops for
knowledge sharing among volunteers on different topics and
inviting migrants, asylum seekers and refugees to take part;
Volunteering circles (series of events dedicated to promote
volunteering as an instrument for active participation and youth
empowerment, EVS promotion, supporting of vulnerable groups,
breaking stereotypes and building a positive image of the target
group of the project etc. Involving migrants, asylum seekers and
refugees to take part.

• Supporting the daily office activities and the work of CVS- Bulgaria
staff / taking part in staff meeting

• Participte in promoting solidarity, peace and understanding trough
different raising awareness events and initiatives.

Personal  project
The  volunteer will have the opportunity to develop its own personal 
project, while the volunteers will be introduced to already existing 
partnerships the organization has – Vlahi Nature School, Concordia 
Foundation, Sofia International Film Festival, Caritas Sofia, UNHCR, 
Bulgarian Red Cross, The Council for Refugee women, Multi Kulti 
Collective, Sate Agency for Refugees. They will have the chance to 
involve them in the development of their personal project which will 
definitely enrich their experiences and help them develop key 
competences. 
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PROFILE 

Motivation to participate  

Interest in the topic of forced migration 

Interest in organizing activities for asylum seekers 

Dynamism and creativity to suggest, plan and 
develop activities 

Appreciate cultural diversity and personal  values
of non-racism, equal value of cultures 

Artistic skills are welcome 

An interest and some experience (or 
strong motivation to work) with asylum 
seekers is essential. Strong motivation 
to learn Bulgarian or basic knowledge of 
the Bulgarian language is an advantage. 
Volunteers are required to be flexible, 
independent and responsible, with good 
social and organizational skills. 

Most welcome will be candidates with 
strong self-driven and self- initiative 
personalities, creative spirit and open 
mindedness, ready to develop a great 
project within the framework of the 
suggested EVS program.

All candidates applying will be 

considered in the selection process 

regardless of their nationality, 

ethnical groups, religion, sexual 

orientation or political opinion.

We are open to volunteers with 

emigration background or from 

ethnic minorities. 

Knowledge of Arabic,Kurdish, Farsi., Dari or 

Pashtu are welcome

Willingness to learn Bulgarian

Open mind and flexibility 

Willingness to work with children, youngsters 
and adults from different backgrounds
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Your life in Bulgaria

EVS parcticalities 

Food: Provided money allocations for food every month 

Accommodation: Provided – a room in a shared apartment; all 
utilities and Internet will be covered

Pocket money: 3  EUR (per day as advised by the EC)

Insurance: Provided (standard EVS CIGNA health insurance) 

Phone: Phone and monthly plan covered in order to fulfill the project 
tasks

Transport: Monthly public transport card will be provided since the 
refugee reception centers are allocated in the outskirts of the city and 
are reachable by car or public transport only

Bulgarian language course: Provided as per project budget

Support: Personal support will be provided by individual mentor; task 
related support will be provided by the coordinator/supervisor and 
other staff members of the organization

Days off: For each day of the service the volunteer will get 2 days 
off(appart from the weekends). When working during the weekends is 
necessary, ompensation days off will be provided. All Bulgarian 
National holidays are also considered holidays for the volunteer.
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If you wish to apply for this project please be sure that you have 

read very carefully its description, the requested profile of the 

volunteers and why you would like to join it. Think critically why this 

project might interest you, what it can bring to you and what you give 

in return. Do not choose a project just because you like the country or 

the city where it takes place! And most of all be aware that you will 

be developing your activities in schools in complicated 

neighbourhoods and with particular characteristics. Unfortunately 

sometimes not everything goes as planned and this project will demand 

from you capacity of adaptation, managing frustration, lots of patience 

and re-assessment of expectations. But in the end it will show you a 

whole new world and new people and help you find out a bit more about 

yourself! 

Are you ready for this challenge? Application deadline: 30th August 2017. 

IN ORDER TO APPLY FOR THE PROJECT YOU HAVE TO : 

Tell us why would you like to be part of this project in a motivation letter 
and send it together with your CV to cvs.katerina@gmail.com

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

If you have never heard about EVS in your life, please check the following website from the 

European Commission for more information about it here. 

CONTACTS 

CVS-Bulgaria (Hosting Organization)

Katerina Stoyanova

(cvs.katerina@gmail.com)

+359 884 766 459

51-59 Tsaribrodska Str., Ent.A, apt.1

1309 Sofia, Bulgaria

www.cvs-bg.org

Facebook: www.facebook.com/associacaorotajovem ...../CVS.Bulgaria/

Rota Jovem (Coordinating Organization) 

Contact Person: Elena Touriño Lorenzo 

(evs.host@rotajovem.com)  

Phone number: +351 214 862 005 

Address: Largo do Mercado, 2750-431 

Cascais, Portugal  

Website: www.rotajovem.com 

http://europa.eu/youth/eu/article/46/73_en
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